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      'This book is well overdue and fills a gap in the market for accessible, pragmatic and sophisticated writing about therapy with couples. This book is inclusive, user-friendly and manages to make links with other approaches where others see divisions' -
Mark HaywardInstitute of Narrative Therapy



'I strongly recommend this book to any individual counsellor who wants to work effectively with couples, and also to any couple counsellor who wants to enrich their practice' - 
Barry Bowen, Systemic Psychotherapist




  
              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent book for students training to work with couples.  Lots of case examples as well as learning exercises that include roles plays and discussions. I will definitely be incorporating some of these into my class sessions as well as recommending this book to students.




  
          Ms Rosie Byrom




              


    
      



 


 
      a basic solid guide to begin looking at couple therapy




  
          Mr Gerry O'Riordan




              


    
      



 


 
      A good textbook for working with couples. A practical guide to working with couples with good examples.




  
          Mrs Jade Mullen




              


    
      



 


 
      This publication is outstanding! It helpfully guides the practitioner through the transistion from indivudal counselling to working with couples together with discussing the strucutre of the first session and beyond.

I highly recommend this publication for anyone interested in developing from individual to couples counselling.




  
          Mr Richard Carroll




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a great resource for those involved in couple counselling, not only from a counselling professional perspective, but also for those involved in counselling couples in different settings.




  
          Mrs Connie Mcluckie




              


    
      



 


 
      I will recommend this to any of my Diploma students who have an interest in working with couples. I have also found it useful for my own practice.




  
          Ms Anne Martin




              


    
      



 


 
      Couple counselling is not taught as a stand alone course, but part of. Therefore this book, gave an overall view of couple counselling that was easy to understand and shared some very useful insight and tips.




  
          Ms Annetta Bowden




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a good basic handbook and practical guide, setting out the process of narrative therapy with couples clearly and with many case illustrations.  Academically, however, it is rather too basic for level 7 students




  
          Mrs Valerie Sanders




              


    
      



 


 
      Useful but as there is not much provision for couple work in the NHS we focus much more on CBT using your Westbrook et al text




  
           Sarah Osborne




              


    
      



 


 
      Course no longer running




  
          Mr Peter Cardew




              


    
      



 


 
      very informative read ans as it says a practical guide




  
          Mrs Mary Sherrill




              


    
      



 


 
      The book actually deals with issues which are outside the perameters of the Foundation degree which I am about to deliver.




  
          Mrs EIRLYS LAMB




              


    
      



 


 
      A useful and recommended text detailing practical considerations in couples counselling




  
          Dr Mark Widdowson




              


    
      



 


 
      Refreshing...will certainly be on the booklist.  Payne gives a fascinating introduction to Narrative therapy and identifies the 'common ground' it occupies with many other modalities.  He addresses, with clarity, the issues so often presented in couple/relationship counselling, and presents them in 'Plain English' and in an easy to understand no frills format.




  
          Mrs DIANE HARDIMAN




              


    
      



 


 
      A sound resource for those interested in this field, this book links with a number of the modules in our Foundation Degree in Counselling. The layout is clear and accessible and I particularly like the exercises containing progressive exploration of problems.




  
          Mrs Fiona Price
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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